CoinLion – A Simple, Powerful & Secure Digital Asset Management Platform
CoinLion is a powerful trading platform that makes managing digital assets easy and efficient. The platform contains
a unique portfolio management tool and public profile system that rewards users for sharing portfolios, strategies,
and information relating to the management of
digital assets.

How does it work?
The CoinLion Platform consists of three main
components working together to maximize the
user trading experience.
The first is a
cryptocurrency exchange focused on giving
users the best trading experience possible. The
second component is a portfolio management
tool that allows for the creation and
management of cryptocurrency portfolios. The
third component is a public profile system that
rewards users who create and share portfolios,
strategies, and information with other users.

Portfolio Management Tool (PMT)
The CoinLion Portfolio Management Tool allows users to create and manage multiple portfolios simply and
efficiently. A user may use the portfolio management tool to purchase multiple cryptocurrencies allocated by
quantity, amount or percentage. Features
within the portfolio management tool
allow users to reallocate portfolios and
submit multiple orders with a single click.

Publishing & Promotional Toolset
Users can choose to publish portfolios,
strategies, and content for other users to
utilize in exchange for LION. The portfolio
management tool lets users create
portfolios, share them with other users,
and define a cost in LION for allowing
users the right to track and duplicate a
shared portfolio.

LION: A native token that interacts within the platform helping you learn, build, and grow.

LION will create an ecosystem that rewards and incentivizes users to share and create portfolios,
strategies and research related to the management of digital assets. Within the platform users can spend
and earn LION
EARN

SPEND
o

Track and Duplicate Portfolios

o

Allow users to track your portfolios

o

Trade for FREE within the LION Market

o

Create and Share content related to the

o

Discounted Trading when holding LION

o

Create and Manage multiple portfolios

o

Create and Share research

with the Portfolio Management Tool

o

Create and Share strategies with other

o

o

management of cryptocurrencies

users

Access Research and Analytics within
the CoinLion Library

o

Allow advertising on your public profile

Access to ICOs launched on the

o

Earn LION for being a top performer or
researcher

platform at a discounted rate
o

Advertise Portfolios and promote your
content on CoinLion and other
platforms

o

Create Research for the CoinLion
library

